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The weekend before spring
break a new virus named
Netsky hit the campus network,
flooding e-mail accounts with
reproductions of itself.
According to Symantec.com,
Netsky is a computer "worm"
that affects all versions of
Windows except 3.x; Linux,
Macintosh, OS/2 and UNIX are
immune to its effects.
Netsky's effect on computers
is easy to recognize because it
makes .pif file copies of itself
and e-mails itself to everyone
on the network.
If anyone opens the files, the
virus infects his computer and
repeats the above process.
.PIF files are old Windows
files, and until Information
Technology installed an anti-
virus update on the Wednesday
before spring break, IT quickly
countered Netsky by blocking
all .pif files from being sent on
the network.
The virus didn't permanently
damage any computers and
only jammed up e-mail
accounts.
"It's almost like what we had
last year when students came
back in fall," said Alan Ours,
director of IT and security.
Welchia, the virus that hit in
the fall, is far more malicious
than Netsky, but both use e-
mail to reproduce themselves.
Netsky most likely got on the
network by someone off cam-
pus sending it to someone on
campus, Ours said.
The worm was new enough
to evade Symantec's virus
checker, but IT's anti-virus




computers run Symantec.  The
remaining 50 percent are
potentially vulnerable to
virus attacks until they install
the software.
To ensure that students install
the software, IT has ordered
equipment for the fall to quar-
antine computers that are not
running the Symantec up-to-
date anti-virus software.
For copies of the free Symantec
anti-virus software, students
should contact their front desk.
After March 16, the Thomson parking lot stands almost completely deserted. Nearly 1,000 people lost their jobs when the fac-
tory closed just before Spring Break. The company was Marion’s second largest employer.






















Layoffs cripple Grant County
On March 16, 990 Marion fac-
tory workers lost their jobs.
After years of money loss and
business changes, Marion's
second largest employer,
Thomson, closed at 3 p.m.
that day.
"Every day we operated, we lost
money," Thomson spokesper-
son Dick Knoph said.
"The writing was on the wall,"
27-year employee Darrell Alley
said. "We've known it for
a while."




and its own RCA and GE
brands.  Falling retail prices for
television tubes, cheap foreign
imports and drastic changes in
consumers' technological pref-
erences made it impractical to
continue production.
"It was a tough decision to
make," Knoph said. "The
workers know that this is no
fault of theirs; they are a supe-
rior work force."
Most of the Thomson work
force had more than 25 years
experience.
Thomson will pay 90 days
full wages to all employees as
well as one paid week for every
year an employee worked
there.  Thomson will also pay
relocation fees for employees
moving away as well as three-
year layoff benefits after the 90
days end.  Employees are also
eligible for continued participa-
tion in Thomson's employee
benefit plans.
"At the very least the compa-
ny has been fair," Alley said.
"They haven't done anything
underhanded."
"The workers have been han-
dling [the closing] very profes-
sionally," Knoph said.  "They
well understand … the harsh
realities of the marketplace."
T h i r t y - y e a r  e m p l o y e e
Anthony Roan stays optimistic.  
"My dad always told me that
the job belongs to them, and
it's a privilege to work it,"
Roan said.
"The Lord wil l  see  me
through this," he added.  "It's
just a bump in the road."
As Knoph left a benefits
counseling meeting last week,
an employee said to him, "If
you had told me 33 years ago
that you have a job for me but it
would end in 33 years, I would
have taken it. It has been a
pretty good ride."
For months, rumors of clos-
ing abounded.
"The rule was that if you
didn't hear a good rumor by
Wednesday, make one up,"
Alley said.
Fog strands TU team in Ecuador
See ‘Layoffs’ page 2
BY BEN GASTRIGHT
STAFF WRITER
Taylor's spring break mission
to Ecuador experienced some
return flight problems earlier
this week when Quito airport
canceled their flight home to
Indianapolis on Sunday due to
heavy and unusual evening fog.
All team members have since
returned safely to campus, co-
leader Michael Mortensen said.
After learning of the cancella-
tion, the team of Ft. Wayne and
Upland students rode back to
short-wave Christian radio sta-
tion HCJB's compound in
Quito to rest and await further
flight instructions. Team co-
leaders Mortensen and Dick
Ehresmen said they followed
emergency procedures to get
the team back to Indiana as
soon as possible.  
Ehresmen and an HCJB mis-
sionary went to the Continental
Airlines office later that morn-
ing to discuss the next available
flight options. Continental then
split the team into three groups
scheduled to leave on Monday
night, Tuesday morning, and
Tuesday night.
Team members also wrote e-
mail updates to parents, spous-
es and both Taylor campuses.
"At this point, we have lodg-
ing, food plans already in place
for tomorrow including plans
for an alumnus to give us a tour
of historic Quito," Mortensen
wrote on Sunday night. "We
did not spend our entire budget,
so HCJB, through our funds,
will continue to pay for our
daily expenses."
By Monday the fog had dis-
appeared. The first group left
that night at 11:10, connected
in Houston and flew into
Indianapolis around 11 the
next morning.
The second group departed on
Tuesday morning at 8, connect-
ed in Newark and arrived in
Indianapolis at 10:30 p.m. 
Vans from the Upland campus
picked up both groups, return-
ing them safely to school.
The final group left Tuesday
evening at 11:10, connected in
Houston and landed in
Indianapolis at 11 a.m.
As the Ecuador team traveled,
family and friends upheld it
in prayer.
" T h a n k  y o u  f o r  y o u r
prayers," Mortensen said.
"They have sustained us. The
Lord continues to be our refuge
and strength."
The team returning from the
Dominican Republic also expe-
rienced trouble on its return
flight Sunday afternoon.  Soon
after taking off from Miami,
the flight crew initiated an
emergency landing, saying a
tire had blown out. 
The Taylor team boarded
another flight to Dallas a few
hours later, but missed the con-
necting flight to Indianapolis.
The group spent the night in
Dallas and connected with a
flight to Indianapolis the next
morning. Everyone on the
Dominican Republic team
made it back to campus safely
around 12:30 p.m. Monday,







ResLife redecorates for spring
English residents Hannah DeRegibus and Jessica Decker enjoy
one of the new couches in their lounge. Olson and Gerig also
got new furniture over spring break.
Photo by Matt Wissman
BY CRYSTAL POLLOCK
STAFF WRITER
Residents of English, Gerig,
Olson and Wengatz halls
returned from spring break to
find pieces of brand new furni-
ture in their buildings.  
English, Gerig and Olson
received new furniture, lamps
and artwork on their main
floors. Gerig also got new suite
furniture on the second and
third floors. Wengatz received
three café tables and 12 new
chairs to complement the main
lounge furniture it received
four years ago.
Taylor purchased the uphol-
stered furniture from Wieland
furniture company and the
tables and chairs from another
company named Sauder. 
Lori Holtman, former associ-
ate dean/director of residence
life services said this year
Taylor approved the proposal
for the furniture and allocated
the funds for the project. She
said the resources came from a
reserve fund designated for
projects of this nature. 
The Student Development
and the Business offices
worked together to accomplish
the furniture goals, and have
planned more changes in the
future. The plans include new
lofting furniture for English
and new desk chairs for
Wengatz, which are scheduled
to arrive during the summer.  
"The furniture has a 25-year
warranty and we are hoping
that it will last that long."
Holtman said.  "I have been
telling everyone that they
should take care of this furni-
ture because it's what their kids
will be sitting on when they
come to Taylor in 20 years." 
New furniture is not pur-
chased for the halls very often.
Holtman said most of what was
removed from the main lounge
of Olson hall was original fur-
niture from the 1960s.
The university saved old fur-
niture that could be used in
other locations on campus, and
invited the Grant County
Rescue Mission to take what
they could use.  The mission
took two truckloads of items.
Holtman said she was happy
the furniture could benefit oth-
ers in Grant County. 









Every day, Taylor employees
contribute their time, effort and
energy to the community.  The
Staff Advisory Committee will
launch a new program next fall
to recognize these employees
with an award for Going the
Extra Mile.  
The committee wanted to cre-
ate an award that would boost
employee morale at Taylor.
The GEM award will honor a
new recipient each month with
a letter of commendation from
his or her vice president,
according to Jim Garringer,
director of news services. The
Echo agreed to print a write-up
of each recipient.
Nominees must be Taylor
employees who demonstrate
hard work, good deeds and pos-
itive attitudes that exceed regu-
lar work expectations.   
"I hope that it will have a
positive impact," committee
member Laura Hutson said.
"I encourage everyone to
be aware of brotherly love
that could be demonstrated
through this."
Next fall, students, faculty
and staff will be able to submit
nominations to drop boxes in
the galleria and student union
or via e-mail to committee
members Laura Hutson, Wilma














Almost 1,000 jobs lost










Famous Chinese actor Yuan
Xiaohai performs an excerpt from
“Monkey God” for Asian
Awareness Association’s Beijing
Opera on Tuesday night to a sold-
out Mitchell Theater. The Opera is
a performing art that integrates
amusement, martial arts, acrobatic
skills, arias, costumes, painted
faces, and dances to tell a story.
Yuan graduated from China Drama
College with a major in directing. 
The night also featured a sitar
performance by The Joneses, an
Indian folk dance by the Ball State
Indian  Dance Team and a tradi-
tional Indonesian dance by Kristen
Favazza.
"I'm just a big fan of world
music," Stephen Jones told the
Marion Chronicle-Tribune. "So
many different cultures have excel-
lent forms of art and an opportuni-
ty like this is great to show people
there are other things out there."  
Photo by Jim Garringer
"We thought it was best that
people get on with their lives,
put Thomson behind them and
look to the future," Knoph said.
"It's bittersweet," Alley said.
"I'm not happy with it, but right
now I'm trying to sit back, col-
lect my thoughts and see what
options I have,"   
Some workers are already
starting or training for new
jobs.
Now Roan wants to enter the
service field as an electrician or
plumber.  These jobs won't
move offshore, but with a scant
job market in Grant County,
many are looking to leave.
"Not much use for training
here," Alley said.
The immediate community
and the state have been doing
all they can to lessen the eco-
nomic shock.
Local churches are providing
services to the jobless, and
Grant County leaders are meet-
ing this Sunday at the Indiana
Wesleyan University athletic
center for a "We Care Rally" to
raise money for the workers.
The state of Indiana is pro-
viding $200,000 in re-educa-
tion funding to displaced work-
ers in Grant County as well as
several new incentives for busi-
nesses to move to six counties
along Interstate 69, including
Grant County.
"We're being looked out for,"
Alley said.
"The closing … like any large
lay-off, has a negative econom-
ic impact on the community as
well as a devastating impact on
each of the workers who have
lost their jobs," said District 19
Senator David Ford. "Those
workers spend a large portion
of their incomes in the commu-
nity and so their lack of income
will be reflected in other busi-
nesses as well."
The closing affects the local
economy in many ways.
"Displaced workers  …
default on property taxes,
which forces local government
to either raise taxes, which sti-
fles local economic growth, or
cut the costs of local govern-
ment," said Mike Row, vice-
president of the Grant County
Council and the director of
Campus Safety at Taylor.
According to Row, the clos-
ing will also cause an increased
burden on local health care
providers which may force
them out of business, and an
increase in welfare expendi-
tures, which will create "a
social environment lacking
individual accountability that is
rife with out-of-wedlock births,
increased usage of illegal
drugs, alcoholism, and crimi-
nality."
The closing poses a chal-
lenge and an opportunity to
Taylor University.
"The challenge is whether
or not we, the students, faculty
and staff, will meet
the displaced workers' needs,"
Row said.  "We are called
by our Lord … to respond




Love was the topic for the
Residence Life Program
Committee's seminar "A Piece
of Cake: a realistic view of
marriage" this past week.
Monday evening's speak-
ers Jay and Janie Kesler, Mike
and Caroline Guebert and Gary
and Carrie Ross emphasized
commitment, honesty and com-
munication in marriage.    
"Marriage is a wonderful
blessing, but we want to be cer-
tain that students recognize that
it will move from romantic
infatuation to a deeper partner-
ship based on trust and uncon-
ditional love, realizing that it
requires an investment," said
Jennifer Moeschberger, chair-
man of the residence life pro-
gram committee. 
Junior Erika Kinzer said,
"I enjoyed the part where they
discussed unconditional love
being an action and not a feel-
ing. I think a lot of times we
view love as this romanticized,
'movie-type' feeling."
All of the speakers rec-
ommended having a mentor
couple to challenge and advise
when starting a marriage. 
On Tuesday professor of
Christian Education Ted Ewing
spoke on gender roles in mar-
riage. He described how
woman have been discriminat-
ed and objectified throughout
history, and challenged stu-
dents to become aware of the
biases they hold because of
their culture, and how biases
influence their beliefs about
gender roles.
On Wednesday evening stu-
dents could choose two of
seven sessions to attend.
"Sometimes Taylor students
seem to have the perception
that they have to leave Taylor
engaged," Moeschberger said. 
She believes rushing into
engagement and marriage with-
out thinking about the commit-
ment and hard work is a mis-
take.
"You are going to be much
happier single than in a mar-
riage that isn't right," she said.
Moeschberger pointed out
that young adults often choose
divorce because they didn't
realize marriage was going to
be so difficult. 
According to  the U.S.
Census Bureau Web site,
almost 50 percent of marriages
end in divorce. 
The Taylor counseling cen-
ter plans to offer a pre-engage-
ment group for couples in seri-
ous relationships. For more
details, contact the counseling
center at extension 5222.
The halls' new furniture
arrived during spring break.
Maintenance Supervisor Scott
Bragg, Grounds Supervisor
Bill Gross and their crews
unloaded the two truckloads of
furniture throughout the week.   
"I am so appreciative of their
help," Holtman said. "There
were a lot of other projects
scheduled for break and yet
they pitched in to help me with
this one. It could not have hap-
pened without them."   
Holtman said the furniture
arrived during the break
because she, Wynn Lembright,
Walt Campbell and Director of
Residence Life Programs Skip
Trudeau agreed they wanted
students to feel its impact this
semester.
"I thought it would be fun to
have the furniture come over
break. It had sort of a 'Trading
Spaces' feel to it," she said. 
Housekeepers Barb Rider and
Paula Jarrett arranged furniture
in Olson hall, and Residence
Life Program Assistant Lori
Slater, Trudeau, Provost Steve
Bedi and his wife Phyllis
helped arrange furniture and
artwork in other halls.  
Holtman said the biggest bur-
den for residents receiving new
furniture was on the women of
Gerig. In order to receive the
new furniture, the women had
to clean out their suites before
leaving for spring break. 
"Cleaning wasn't that bad,"
said freshman Bethanie
Shipman, resident of Third
Gerig. "I was happy to do it
because it was exciting to get
new furniture." 
In recent years, other halls
Monday will be Taylor
University's first Tuition
Freedom Day, to help students
understand the impact of out-
side gifts on their education,
according to Dr. David
Gyertson, university president.
April 5 comes 80 percent
through the academic year, to
designate the point at which
tuition and student fees stop
covering expenses.
"Tuition Freedom Day" is a
descriptive phrase meant to
help students see that 20 per-
cent of their education is paid
for by gifts from alumni,
trustees, parents and other
groups, Gyertson said. The
hope is that students will
become interested in support-
ing the school after graduation.
"The benefit is making stu-
dents aware that the cost we
pay really isn't covering the
whole year. I really didn't real-
ize how much we actually pay
for and how much comes from
alumni," said Student Senate
Chairman Hilary Whitaker.
Joyce Helyer, associate vice
president for University
Advancement, heard the
Tuition Freedom Day idea at
an alumni relations conference
last summer. Manchester and




the term to Gyertson, who
approved its use.
"By helping current students
understand the 80/20 break-
down and that former students
and friends help fund their
Taylor education, we are hop-
ing students will likewise
respond when they graduate
and become involved in giving
to the university to help current
students receive the same qual-
ity education they received
while a student," Gyertson said.
"I think it is a great idea to
help students realize the fact
that others are giving to make
each student's education hap-
pen," Vice President for
Business and Finance Ron
Sutherland said. "When I was a
student at Taylor, we had a
Development Officer from
Taylor come to one of our sen-
ior business classes and talk
about our obligation and
responsibility to support Taylor
University in the future.  That
was the first time I began to
think of Taylor as being my
responsibility to support in the
years following graduation."
Forty percent of solicited
alumni give to Taylor, accord-
ing to Gyertson, compared to
an average of 31 percent for
private colleges. That giving
allows Taylor to keep going.
"Former students provide
scholarships that benefit cur-
rent students," Gyertson said.
"We would like for that legacy
to continue so others can be
helped just as our current stu-
dents are helped one generation
impacting another generation
for the Kingdom. I believe this
is part of God's plan for Christ-
centered higher education."
Tuition Freedom Day won't
have any immediate impact on
the university, but down the
road it could be beneficial,
according to Whitaker. Once
students have moved beyond
Taylor they will be more con-
scious of Taylor's needs and
ideally will be willing to give.
"I think it's a good idea to
have that day, just because so
many students complain about
how much tuition costs right
now, but having that day helps
us realize that we aren't even
paying for all of it," sophomore
Ty Humphries said. "We're get-
ting a lot of help from people
who have gone before us.
Hopefully it will make students
more grateful instead of whin-
ing so much."
The President's Council cre-
ates Taylor's budget, and then a
planning and assessment coun-
cil including faculty, staff and
student government representa-
tion reviews it, Sutherland said.
Then they send it to the board
of trustees for a vote.
Half the budget goes to facul-
ty and staff wages and benefits.
Taylor ranked 38 in faculty
salary out of 70 in the Council
of Christian Colleges and
Universities in 2003-04, but
ranked second in benefits,
according to Sutherland.
"Tuition would go down if we
cut faculty and went to larger
classes and cut other areas, but
Taylor is committed to provid-
ing a 21st century education
that prepares students for their
futures," Gyertson said.
Students with questions on
the budget or tuition can con-
tact either Sutherland or
Associate Vice President/
Controller Jennifer Dickey.
‘Tuition Freedom Day’ to
commemorate alumni giving
We're getting a lot of help from people
who have gone before us. Hopefully it
will make students more grateful
instead of whining so much.
Ty Humphries,
sophomore
You are going to
be much happier









Three residence halls get
new furniture for lounges
and suites.
From page 1
also received new furniture.
Samuel Morris received new
furniture when it was built in
1998 and the university put
new furniture in Wengatz as
part of a lounge project in
2000. Bergwall and Swallow
Robin also received new furni-
ture last summer. The three
other halls were scheduled to
receive new items next. 
Holtman, Assistant Professor
of Art Kathy Herrmann and Art
Program Assistant Mary
Mahan chose students' artwork
to complement the areas. 
"I much prefer to showcase
some of the artistic abilities
represented at Taylor, rather
than the older pink
and turquoise prints," Olson
hall director Jennifer
Moeschberger said. 
They also added more lamps
and light to all three lounges.  
"I believe that the amount of
lighting has added a significant
difference in the atmosphere.  It
is more welcoming than it was
before," said Elizabeth Davies,
Olson assistant hall director.
"All around, [the lounge] looks
more appealing due to the
lamps, furniture and the art-
work that has changed." 
Davies said she has already
noticed a difference in the
amount of students using the
new lounge. 
"I like the new furniture, and
I'm glad we got it," Gerig front
desk worker Paul Borrego said.
"It's a nice change."
I thought it would
be fun to have the
furniture come
over break. It had
sort of a 'Trading






We need your help in identifying the most
active and influential members of the
Taylor community. We will be publishing a
story on "Movers & Shakers" in one of The
Echo’s final issues of the year. To nominate
someone for this honor, please e-mail The
Echo at echo@tayloru.edu; include the
nominee’s name and a brief explanation of
why you think the person qualifies as a
mover or a shaker. Any student or staff or
faculty member is eligible. 
Who’s paying your
tuition?
You pay .................. 80%
Alumni pay ............ 20%
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Family unites in battle against cancer







List of things to do: study for a test, write a researchpaper, change the baby's diaper — not the usual col-lege student’s to-do list. But for Taylor students
Chris and Meredith Burns, it's become a normal part of
their routine.   
In the early afternoon of Jan. 30, Meredith went into
labor. Chris quickly drove Meredith to Ball Memorial
Hospital in Muncie.
“That was the craziest drive ever,” Chris said. “Men
always think about how it will be awesome to drive 90 mph.
They finally have the license to drive as fast as they want-
ed to get their wives there, and I don’t remember a thing.” 
After dropping his wife off at the emergency room, Chris
parked the car and made a mad dash into the hospital, but
couldn’t find Meredith right away.
“I was sprinting around the hospital forever trying to find
her,” Chris said. 
After finding her, Chris stayed by her side for the next
four hours until their son, Philip Daniel, was born.
Married in Oct. 2002, Chris and Meredith knew they
would face struggles as married students in college, espe-
cially with the chances of having a baby. 
“We weren’t planning on having a baby immediately,”
Chris said. “We talked about it being in a long time.” 
“Five years ... was my ultimatum when we got married,”
Meredith said, laughing.  
“My world has completely changed,” she said. “But it
has been the greatest change in my life.” 
Both of their families were surprised, but supportive
through this change in their children’s lives. 
“Part of it was they felt they were too young to be
grandparents, and part of it was they were worried for us,”
Chris said. “But as we went throughout the pregnancy and
they began to see how we were going through it and how we
were being provided for then they just got really excited.” 
Meredith took the semester off to have her baby, while
Chris is still attending classes.
“It’s pretty amazing to know that when I’m done with
class I can come home to my wife and my son,” Chris said. 
Throughout their  struggles as new parents they have
seen the Lord’s blessing.
“We’ve had so many incredible stories of people provid-
ing for us,” Meredith said. “It’s really opened the door for
Him to humble us.”
During the pregnancy the couple discovered they were
not eligible for pregnancy insurance, so they asked Taylor
if they could take the baby to the health center when he was
born. After a series of questions, they discovered that
Taylor's insurance covers pregnancies. 
The couple has also been given money at times of need
and found groceries in their house when they had none.  
“It’ll be so neat to tell Philip of finding groceries and
finding people that would just put cash in Chris’ music
notebook,” Meredith said. 
Chris and Meredith have a new apartment in Briarwood.  
At a few months old, their son is a bright-eyed and
healthy little boy.  
Photo by Ashley Smith
Eight months ago, whenPhil Chase decided to
start waking up early every
morning to read the Bible
and have devotions, he
didn’t know the lives of his
family members would be
radically altered in a matter
of months.
Chase,  his  wife  Laura,
and their 10 home-schooled
children live in Auburn,
Ind. In November, their 14-
year-old son Johnny began
taking two Aleve every day
to ease a growing discom-
fort in his left knee. 
By January, the pain had
progressed so much that
Phil Chase decided to take
Johnny to the hospital in Ft.
Wayne for x-rays. The
oncologist found a common
type of bone cancer called
osteosarcoma. Phil and
Johnny Chase immediately
flew to a cancer hospital in
Houston, Texas to do
follow-up testing. 
The next tests confirmed
the initial x-ray results. The
safest route was to give
J o h n n y  a  s e r i e s  o f
chemotherapy treatments,
and eventually amputate  his
left leg from above the
knee down. 
Johnny's  oldest  brother
Taylor is a sophomore at
Taylor University.
“I tried to get back [home]
every weekend after I heard
about it,” he said.
To  s u p p o r t  h i s  b r o t h -




Taylor shaved his head. He
also kept a Web site updated
w i t h  i n f o r m a t i o n  o n
Johnny’s health status. At
the top of the site is a
picture of Johnny.
Johnny’s treatment began
on Feb. 2. His other siblings
gladly took up his chores
when he became too weak to
do them.
“They’ve been very unsel-
fish about doing chores
for Johnny,” Taylor said.
“We’ve a l w a y s  b e e n  a
c l o s e - knit family and
this is bringing us even
closer together.”
Despi te  crutches and a
s i g n i f i can t ly  weakened
i m m u n e  s y s t e m ,  J o h n n y
m a i n t a i n s  h i g h  s p i r i t s
about the procedures he is
going through. 
Though the purpose of the
Photo provided by Corrie Taylor
recent turn of events has
been difficult to understand
for Johnny’s family mem-
bers, they tried to adopt the
same hopefulness Johnny
faithfully upholds. 
“We could not imagine
what our lives would be like
if we didn’t have Jesus
Christ,” Taylor said. “We
would just totally lose
hope.”
T a y l o r  b e l i e v e s  h i s
father’s decision to begin
deepening his faith was
God’s way of preparing
the family to face
Johnny’s illness. 
“If God is going to bring
something like this into
your life, He is going to
give you the grace to
get through it. God will
give you the strength when
you need it.” 
The Chase family. Front row: Carter, Marta, Laura, Colson, and
Maria. Back row: Johnny, Corrie, Bethany, Philip, Susannah,
Taylor, and Paula. Corrie and Taylor are Taylor students whose
brother, Johnny, has osteosarcoma, a type of bone cancer.
A flip of a coin, 17 rides
and 39 hours later,   junior
Andy Huette and sopho-
more Matt Mancinelli had
hitchhiked their way to
Daytona Beach, Fla. for
spring break.
“I haven’t told my mom
yet,” Huette said about
the trip.
Hi tchhik ing  down to
Florida was something they
always wanted to do and
thought spring break was
the best time for it.
A flip of the coin decided
that Friday, March 19 was
the day.
They stuffed a backpack
with food, drove to the
Indianapolis airport and
hitchhiked to the Interstate.
“Our first ride we had a
wild, crazy driver, and right
there I asked myself, ‘What
in the world am I doing?’”
Huette said.
Once on the south side of
Indianapolis, a motorcycle
pulling a U-Haul trailer
picked them up on an on-
ramp, and they crawled
inside the trailer and slept
until Louisville, Ky.
One night at 2 a.m. they
had waited 20 minutes,
frustrated with the lack of
cars, when a truck picked
them up. The driver, a 30-
year-old man named Eric,
gave them a ride.
Mancinelli said five min-
utes before picking them
up, Eric found out his wife
was cheating on him.
“He follows her to the
hotel, talks to them, leaves
the hotel and there we are
on the on-ramp.  It was
pretty incredible,” Man-
cinelli said.
In the cab, Eric said to
them, “Guys, I just need
somebody to talk to.  You
guys are from God tonight.”
Earlier, they prayed that
they would get to talk to
people about God.
Eric had bought a copy
of The Message.
“It was good timing for
everything,” Mancinelli
said. “We mentioned we
had a Bible at the beginning
of the conversation. At the
end when he dropped us
off he said, ‘So, about
that Bible.’” 
The men gave Eric a Bible
with underlined verses
about salvation and faith.
The men also had scares.
“Going into the trip I told
myself that I would have a
lot more control over my
situation than I actually
did,” Huette said. “When
you get desperate for a ride,
you'll take almost anybody.”
Within 70 miles of their
destination in Florida, a
seemingly normal man
named Tim picked them up.
“He was totally weird”
once they got in the car,
Mancinelli said.
Mancinelli said Tim did
not answer any of their
questions but just stared
at them.
When he stopped for gas,
Huette and Mancinelli real-
ized that none of the car
doors opened from the
inside. They crawled out
through the driver’s door
and ran off.
After Tim discovered they
were gone, he circled
around the gas station,
seemingly looking for them.
“We were shaken up quite
a bit,” Huette said.
After their escape, they
went to a nearby Steak
& Shake, where Mancinelli
ate leftover fries off of a
table, and Huette had
lemonade. They paid their
bills and left a tract with $5
accidentally inside. 
They went  to  a  nearby
Wal-Mart where Mancinelli
slept with his head on a
McDonald’s table while
Huette wandered the store.
Early the next morning,
their Steak & Shake wait-
ress gave them a ride,
driving 40 miles more
than the 15 she originally
agreed to.
Mancinel l i  had $5 lef t
and offered to pay for the
gas, but she took out the $5
they left in the tract and
gave it back.
“You need this more than
I do,” she said.
After one more ride, they
met 14 Brotherhood guys at
the beach for spring break
and drove back to Taylor
with the Morris men.
“I thought a lot about how
a Christian is supposed to
behave and what’s appropri-
ate, because many would
say this isn’t,” Huette said.
“Nevertheless, we prayed in
advance for conversations
like the one we had with
Eric — divine appoint-
ments. We were ready and
wanted to meet people and
talk to them about God.” 
Chris Burns holds Philip Daniel, who was born on Jan. 30 at 5:30 p.m at Ball Memorial Hospital in Muncie. Meredith is
currently taking this semester off to take care of Philip while Chris attends classes.
Strader finds balance between college life and diabetes
By all appearances, Hannah
Strader is a normal young
woman. She’s outgoing and
energetic. She’s also insulin
dependent. Strader is one of
18.2 million people in the
United States who have dia-
betes, according to the
American Diabetes Association
Web site. 
Three weeks before she
began her freshman year at
Taylor, Strader was diagnosed
with Type 1 diabetes, also
known as juvenile diabetes.
Type 1 diabetes occurs when
the body does not produce
enough insulin to maintain a
proper blood sugar level. Lack
of insulin in the body leads to a
coma and ultimately death. A
Non-diabetic person’s blood
sugar should be between 80
and 120. 
Stader, a healthy 18-year-
old, wasn’t expecting the
diagnosis.
“I was surprised and afraid
and mad all at the same time,”
she said. 
While Strader vacationed
in Virginia the summer
before her freshman year, she
noticed strange things began to
happen. She frequently had to
use the restroom, and her
mouth was abnormally dry.
She thought nothing of it until
one day the symptoms seemed
more serious.
“My mom said something,
and I laughed and afterward my
mouth was so dry that my
upper lip stuck to my gum,”
Strader said. “My mom told me
to stop messing around, but
I wasn’t.”
Strader’s parents took her to
a local health center. After tak-
ing a blood test, the doctors
quickly returned with news that
Strader’s blood sugar was over
700, too high for their equip-
ment to read. The doctors
were amazed that she was
not comatose.  
Immediately, Strader was
transported in an ambulance an
hour and a half away to
Chesapeake General Hospital
in Chesapeake, Va., where she
spent the next three days learn-
ing how to control her diabetes. 
“They wouldn’t let me leave
the hospital until I had learned
how to give myself a shot
because I needed to be self-reli-
able,” Strader said. “It was a lot
to learn in three days.” 
The doctors taught her to
incorporate insulin shots, prick-
ing fingers, and a specified diet
into her old lifestyle. 
She had to give herself an
insulin shot every meal and two
other times per day.  
“They gave me a book that
told how many carbohydrate
exchanges things contained,”
Strader said. “That was a big
adjustment. They wanted me to
eat breakfast every morning,
and I had to eat a snack at bed-
time.”   
Day by day, Strader learned
more about how to regulate her
blood sugar. 
Through the struggles,
Strader’s parents remained car-
ing and supportive. 
“They tried to adjust their
lifestyles to the one that I had to
live. I couldn’t have asked for
more supportive parents,”
Strader said. 
Strader spent two weeks at
home learning about her dia-
betes before venturing onto a
new challenge — college. 
“I went from learning all
about my diabetes and having
two weeks at home with my
parents helping me and then
coming to a place where I
had to do it all by myself,”
Strader said. 
By doctor’s orders, Strader
only took 12 credit hours her
first semester of college. 
“I just wanted to be normal,”
Strader said. “And coming to
college was normal for me.”
The summer after her fresh-
man year, Strader’s doctor
switched her over to new, more
effective insulin that kept her
blood sugar at a more regular
level than her last insulin. 
Now a junior at Taylor, she
does not feel limited by her dia-
betes. 
“I can basically do all the
same stuff that other people
can,” Strader said. “However, I
usually carry a fruit rollup with
me because it’s a fast acting
sugar, and I’m supposed to
wear medical ID at all times.”
While at the moment there is
no cure for Type 1 diabetes,
doctors are still on their way to
discovering one. In 2003, the
ADA along with other contrib-




My world has completely changed.
But it has been the greatest change in
my life.
Meredith Burns
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“Slow down and enjoy life. It's not only the scenery you miss by going too fast—you
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Thoughts on gay 
marriage: part two
Reflecting on spring break
after the first week back
In the previous issue of TheEcho I posed this question:What are the prospects for
building a case against gay
marriage that will be broadly
persuasive to the American
public?  More specifically, are
there any non-theological argu-
ments against this practice that
we can use to prevent the legal-
ization of gay marriage in this
country?
One strategy is a slippery
slope argument that runs as fol-
lows.  Traditionally in our cul-
ture marriage has been defined
as a union between one man
and one woman.  To break from
this tradition and allow homo-
sexuals the legal right to marry
would open the way to
allowance of any number of
deviant marital arrangements,
from polygamy and polyandry
to incest and even bestiality.
Therefore, as a matter of social
order, we must not depart from
the traditional legal definition
of marriage.
Here proponents of gay mar-
riage typically make two points
in response.  First, traditions
sometimes err.  There is noth-
ing sacrosanct about the fact
that people in a particular cul-
ture-or even all cultures-have
always done things a certain
way.  Any tradition, however
revered, might turn out to be
fundamentally mistaken.  So
we must be willing to allow our
cultural understanding of mar-
riage to evolve.  Secondly,
those who claim that legalizing
homosexual marriage will lead
to further redefinitions of the
institution must provide some
evidence that such radical
changes are likely to take place.
Providing such evidence is
extremely difficult for any slip-
pery slope argument and espe-
cially so in this case.
Defenders of gay marriage may
also point out that public opin-
ions of multiple partner and
incestuous marriages are
strongly negative, and allowing
homosexual marriage will like-
ly do nothing to change this.
So fears of an "anything goes"
mentality resulting from this
change are unfounded.
The matter of public opinion
suggests another strategy.  A
foolish those prevailing opin-
ions were.  Proponents of
homosexual marriage are quick
to draw an analogy between
these cases, claiming that just
as we erred in denying equal
rights to minorities and women,
so we err today in proscribing
the rights of gay and lesbian
Americans to legally marry.
And, they argue, the homo-
phobes who deny these rights
are no morally better than
racists and sexists.
Of course, the notion that
homosexuals are simply anoth-
er oppressed minority group is
itself flawed.  To regard volun-
tary and private sexual behav-
ior as a defining feature of a
sub-population, comparable to
race or gender, is problematic,
to say the least.  It is an insult to
African-Americans, Hispanics
and women in this country who
have been targets of discrimi-
nation and oppression because
of factors that are both involun-
tary and public.
Still, the gay and lesbian
lobby continues to make dra-
matic political-legal strides by
exploiting this analogy.
(Affirmative action laws for
homosexuals are increasingly
far-reaching.  Consequently,
the day may soon come when
schools like Taylor pay a seri-
ous price for discriminating on
the basis of sexual orientation.)
So the gay marriage proponent
has good grounds for believing
that public opinion will contin-
ue to shift in favor of legalizing
the practice.  For better or
worse, the American cultural
conception of marriage is
evolving.  Thus, when it comes
to public opinion, time appears
to be on the side of gay mar-
riage.
It seems, then, that neither
the slippery slope argument nor
the argument from public opin-
ion holds much promise for
those who oppose legalizing
homosexual marriage.
However, we have yet to con-
sider the strongest argument in
the traditionalist's arsenal.  This
I shall do in next issue’s install-
ment.
Jim Spiegel is a professor of
philosophy and religion at
Taylor.
recent Gallup Poll found that
53 percent of Americans
oppose allowing homosexuals
to legally marry, while 24 per-
cent favor legalization.
Twenty-three percent had no
opinion.  (Americans are less
inclined against civil unions
that grant homosexual couples
some of the legal rights of mar-
riage, with 41 percent opposing
and 34 percent favoring gay
and lesbian civil unions.)
Given this decisive public opin-
ion against homosexual mar-
riage, isn't it clear that we
should not proceed with legal-
izing the practice?
The problem with this
approach is that majority opin-
ion is notoriously fallible, as
our nation's political history so
painfully illustrates.  The
majority of Americans once
believed that slavery was a
properly legal practice and that
women should not have the
right to vote.  As we look back
on public debates concerning
these issues, we recognize how
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The 2004 presidential elec-tion is drawing near.  The
Democrats have their candidate
and the Republicans have
George W. Bush.  
Coincidently, Taylor has just
added Fox News Channel to its
list of television cable channels.
For some students and faculty
members at Taylor, the word
Republican is synonymous
with Christianity. On the other
hand, Democrats (especially
liberals) are said to be ungodly.  
As a Christian and a liberal
Democrat, I find it appalling
how some Christians equivo-
cate the Christian faith with the
Republican party. "Democrats
support abortion,” they say,
"therefore a Christian cannot be
a Democrat.” 
I personally do not support
abortion.  But I believe in equal
rights for all Americans and
compassion for the poor. I can-
not be a Republican because
they seem to care less about
civil rights, the poor or the
environment. 
Christian liberals do not sup-
port such things like gay mar-
riage.  However, just as we do
not want unbelievers telling us
how, when or who to worship,
we do not want to force our
religious views on them either.
Christ has the power to make
all of humanity worship him,
but he chose not to because he
wants us to worship him with
our own free will.  
The history of this world is
full of horrible tragedies caused
by people who want to forcibly
conform everyone to their reli-
gious beliefs.  The horror on
Sept. 11 bears witness to this.
Christian liberal Democrats
believe that we ought to give
non-believers the alternatives
by evangelizing to them, and
leave them to decide whether
or not they are going to
follow Christ.  
Christians should feel insult-
ed every time a person limits
Christ to a mere political party.
Christ is neither a Republican
nor a Democrat. In fact, if he
was on earth today as a person,
he would likely be so focused
on spreading his message and
caring for the orphans and wid-
ows that he would have no time
for an appointment on Pat
Robertson's 700 Club.  The
Democratic party is attractive
to homosexuals and lesbians,
but has anyone heard of the
Gay Republicans?  Christ is not
for any political party, not
even a third party.  Both
the Republican and the
Democratic parties are unwor-
thy to be the party of Christ.  
And contrary to what Pat
Robertson says, Christ does not
endorse political candidates
when election draws near.  So
before you refer to a liberal or a
Democrat as evil and a
Republican as good, think
again. 
By Thomas Jackson
I was greatly encouragedwhen I got back to Taylor
after spring break and got to
talk to my friends about their
spring break experiences.
Almost every one of them had
stories from the past week
about talking to complete
strangers about Jesus Christ.
Many of them spent their whole
week building a house for a
person in need, working in an
orphanage, or trying to repair
broken relationships with fami-
ly or old friends back home. 
It is very encouraging to
know that when Taylor goes on
spring break, the Gospel is
leaving this place and going out
to the world.
I get the impression that many
Taylorites think that a ton of
people go out and break the
LTC over spring break. I may
be naïve, but I think the oppo-
site. When we leave here, we
go out with the purpose of
spreading the love of Christ.
I can't wait to see the eternal
effects of a Taylor spring break
someday in heaven. I think
there will be a person there that
was inspired to live for Jesus
because of a conversation with
a TU student on an airplane fly-
ing to Florida. I think it is quite
likely that I may dance before
the King next to a man who was
introduced to the grace of Jesus
on Daytona Beach because
Taylor students were handing
out free burgers and Gospel
tracts. I may get to sit at the
Great Banquet next to a single
mother who met Jesus through
the loving actions she wit-
nessed in a TU habitat project. 
Such thoughts make me feel
blessed to be a part of this com-
munity. I write this because I
have realized that it is a rich
blessing to be in a place where
people are so in love with
Christ that they can't resist talk-
ing about Jesus with strangers. 
Since break, I have realized
that I get to be a part of a group
of people whose chief purpose
is to exalt the name of Jesus
Christ, and that is an incredibly
exciting and overwhelming
realization. This newly discov-
ered blessing is one for which I
am extremely grateful. 
There is nothing in life more
exciting than partnering with
others in the work of the
Gospel. I think that we need




behavior as a defining
feature of a sub-popu-
lation, comparable to
race or gender, is
problematic, to say the
least. It is an insult to
African-Americans,
Hispanics and women
in this country who
have been targets of
discrimination and
oppression because of





Letter to the Editor
BY ANDERS HELQUIST
OPINIONS EDITOR
N ow is the week of ourdiscontent. Thankfullyit is almost over.
For some, it was exciting to
return from spring break, back
to the gray campus, back to the
final weeks of classroom stud-
ies, back to hear about their
friends' trips abroad.  But for
the majority of students, this
week is probably one of the
toughest of the year. Well, it is
for me at least.
After leaving the ground in
Indianapolis just two weeks
ago, I knew I was on my way
to a relaxed atmosphere and a
sunny, dry climate in Phoenix,
Ariz. I knew the week ahead of
spending time with my girl-
friend, her family and my
father would be a prime way to
get away from the busyness of
Taylor.
It was indeed.
Spending time with my dad
until he returned to frigid
Wisconsin was a tremendous
boost to both of us. He left the
office, not to call them for five
days. I left the campus, not to
think about homework.
Watching him relax and enjoy
the time in Arizona was price-
less to me. I received joy
partaking with him in his
relaxation.
The first five days consisted
of watching five games of the
best sport ever created: base-
ball. One more game the
Saturday before leaving
pushed the total to six.
Soaking up the sun, sipping
lemonade, smelling the brats
off the grill and the beer and
talking nonchalantly with my
dad, girlfriend and her family
is one of the best ways to
spend a lazy afternoon in the
dry heat. Time doesn't exist.
Reality is almost non-existent.
It is truly a dream.
That was a great way to for-
get the projects and tests
awaiting my return in Indiana. 
The good times continued for
my dad, my girlfriend, her
family and me  with discus-
sions and general relaxation at
restaurants, in car rides, in a
fishing store, at the mall,
in the comfort of a pleasant
home or a cool evening on
the patio.
For me, spring break wasn't
special because I built a house,
ministered to orphans or
shared the Gospel with the
homeless. It was the time
catching up on relationships
that created the uniqueness.
Spending seemingly endless
amounts of time with some of
those I am closest to was the
best thing that could have hap-
pened over the break.
However, I return and am
reminded that all of life isn't
such a grand vacation.
Time exists. There are dead-
lines to meet. Reality is back.
The test today will slap me
around. The dream is no more.
It wore off slowly on the flight
back and abruptly ended when
I plopped my bags on the
couch in my dorm room.
Thank goodness this first
week back is finished. 
But thank God for the week
prior to this one.
Is there a moral 
argument against gay 
marriage?
Thought Box
As a Christian and a
liberal Democrat, I
find it appalling how
some Christians
equivocate the
Christian faith with the
Republican party.
For me, spring break
wasn't special because
I built a house, minis-





time with some of
those I am closest to
was the best thing that
could have happened
over the break.
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Mexico’s ‘El Crimen’ questions the holy
‘Eternal Sunshine’ casts
redeeming light on love  
BY NEVILLE KISER
A&E EDITOR
Love is a funny thing. Weneed it, we crave it, we livefor it: but when love is lost,
we generally want to forget all
about it. We want the painful
memories to go away and we
want to start our life over with a
clean, love-free slate. In Eternal
Sunshine of the Spotless Mind,
director Michel Gondry and
screenwriter Charlie Kaufman
(Being John Malkovich and
Adaptation) create a world where
this might just be possible.
In the beginning, there is Joel,
played to gangly-like perfection
by Jim Carrey (his most com-
manding role since Andy
Kauffman in Man on the Moon).
On his way to work one day, Joel
decides on pure impulse to ditch
his commuter subway headed for
New York, and jump on one head-
ed for Long Island. His choice
doesn’t make sense to us, nor
should it at this point in the film,
but it inevitably leads him to meet
a blue-haired, free-spirited woman
named Clementine, played with
unpredictable charm by Kate
Winslet. Joel and Clementine con-
nect, yet we’re not sure exactly
why. He’s quiet and she can’t shut
up, but for some reason, we sense
this is an odd, yet intimate
encounter. 
A few scenes later, we see Joel
moping at what seems to be the
bitter end to his romantic relation-
ship with Clementine. It’s here we
first realize that time in this film is
out of whack (like love perhaps?)
and the audience from then on
embarks on a roller coaster ride
into Joel’s sub-consciousness,
wavering back and forth between
his past and present-day memories
and personal experiences. 
It all begins when Joel discovers
Clementine has had her memories
of him completely erased.
Puzzled, Joel finds the address of
where they supposedly perform
this kind of “brain surgery” and
goes to check it out for himself. 
The clinic is a crummy little
place where one might suspect
stolen kidneys were sold.
Skeptical, Joel goes up to the
receptionist, played by the boun-
cy Kirsten Dunst, and asks about
the procedure.
She points Joel to the head of the
clinic, Dr. Howard Mierzwiak,
played by the brilliant English
actor Tom Wilkinson. He informs
Joel of the exact procedure in
which they perform: a unique
operation that erases a person
from another person’s memory in
order to minimize the pain,
heartache and anxiety following
every couple’s break up.  
Joel decides to go through with
the procedure, which takes place
in his apartment. He lies in bed
and once the procedure begins,
which is performed by two nerdy
college-aged Bill Gate-wannabes
(played by Mark Ruffalo and
Frodo himself Elijah Wood), we
see the shady behind-the-scenes
work of this so-called memory-
erasing operation. During the pro-
cedure, the film cuts to Joel’s sub-
conscious which is recapping his
love memories with Clementine
just before they are about to be
erased. As the film goes back and
forth between the present and
Joel’s past memories, the audience
feels his dazed, and confused
hopelessness. When the film
shows Joel’s disappearing memo-
ries of he and Clementine’s time
together, love and pain collide,
and the audience begins to realize
why it is really better to have
loved and lost then to have never
loved at all.      
Eternal Sunshine features some
of the most ingenious, complicat-
ed, and visually breathtaking film
sequences to hit theaters so far this
year, and the performances are top
notch. Each character adds signif-
icance to the story, but it is Carrey
and Winslet who really steal our
Photo courtesy of IMDB.com
Kate Winslet and Jim Carrey play two opposites who are mixed up in their feelings, and their memories of love in Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless
Mind. If you liked Being John Malkovich, Adaptation, or Punch-Drunk Love, you’re bound to find plenty of Sunshine here.
The Academy Award nominated best foreign language film El Crimen Del
Padre Amaro was a wake up call for the Catholic church in Mexico.
hearts. They’re two imperfect
dreamers, with a magnetic charm
and an envious zest for life. 
The film—despite what its trail-
er may lead you to think—is a
love story, in the purest and truest
sense of the word. Like P.T.
Anderson’s dark romantic-come-
dy Punch-Drunk Love, it’s more
concerned with being honest and
uncensored in its appraisal of what
love really is, which is why most
viewers will never warm up to its
trippy feel. 
Most movies don’t want to tell
you about love; they want to sell
you some pre-packaged, ideologi-
cal concept that doesn’t exist.
Some tan gorgeous woman meets
some tan gorgeous man and
poof!, they fall in love. 
Thanks to the brilliant Kaufman,
Eternal Sunshine looks at love
with all its quirks, kinks, and
twists, never compromising the
feeling of being in love with the
reality of what love really is: a
choice demanding self-sacrifice
for the sake of someone other
than him or herself.     
NEVILLICIOUS’
GRADE:                            A-
***Rated R for drug content, sex-
ual situations, and language. 
Eric Clapton's latest CD might as well have been entitled“A Tribute to Robert Johnson.” His newly released “Me and Mr.
Johnson,” which boasts 14 of the country blues legend's 29 songs, is a
toe-tapping, melancholy musical trip into the heart of the deep South.  
Robert Johnson, born in 1911 in Mississippi, is known as the King of
Delta Blues. With his raw and raspy voice, Johnson lived a short yet very
influential life. Right before Johnson was to perform at Carnegie Hall in
1938, a jealous girlfriend poisoned him while at a house party in Three
Forks, Miss. Three days later, Johnson died at 27, and the Delta blues
music scene was never the same again.  
According to Eric Clapton, his latest CD is dedicated completely to his
idol Robert Johnson, who, according to Clapton, has influenced him
more than any other musician in history.  
“It is a remarkable thing to have been driven and influenced all of my
life by the work of one man,” Clapton said. “His music is like my oldest
friend, always in the back of my head, and on the horizon.”  
On "Me and Mr. Johnson," Clapton, with a big bang behind him, strolls
through the haystack of Mississippi blues to evoke some pretty impres-
sive tunes. His recreation of Johnson's sound is definitely different, but
that's what makes it such a breezy, I-got-the-blues-delight of an album.
The songs, while all themed in “having the blues,” are very divergent. 
In “When You Got a Good Friend,” the album's first track, Clapton does
a wonderful job at easing us into the Delta blues spirit. With Clapton's
various vocal range, and an aura in the song filled with "Mmmm-
Hmmm's" and a beautifully hypnotic guitar solo, it's a great start to a
wonderful 45 minutes of music.    
In the “Little Queen of Spades” track, Clapton mixes organ-playing,
harmonicas, and steady drum beats to conjure up an angelic-like mood
that flows deep into your soul. “They're Red Hot,” is a fast-paced delight,
brimming with jazz-like piano fever, pushing the song ahead with
Clapton's swift-talking lyrical prose and peppy harmonica interludes.
“Me and the Devil Blues” is a track full of soul, as Clapton boasts, “Baby,
I don't care where you bury my body when I'm dead and gone/ You may
bury my body, ooh, down by the highway side / So my old evil spirit, can
get a Greyhound bus and ride.”
Amore optimistic track, “Last Fair Deal Gone Down,” is one that says,
“Please, Ida Belle, don't cry this time / Ida Belle, don't cry this time / If
you cry about a nickel, you'll die 'bout a dime.” It is brief, but a wonder-
ful delight. 
One of Clapton's shining tracks is “If I Had Possession over Judgement
Day.” It's one of the album's catchiest tunes about—again—love lost
and gone. The first time I heard it, I could picture myself dancing alone
in a nightclub, maybe chewing on a piece of hay, while snapping my
fingers with eyes shut tight, swaying slowly to the left and right. It's one
of the most soulful track on the album, and easily one of my own per-
sonal favorites.   
“Hell Hound On My Trail,” the album's final track, seems only too
appropriate.  It’s nearly emphasized the sum of the album's parts, putting
the icing on Clapton's blues-cake of heartbreak and heartache.  
There are a few tracks that could've been revamped with a little more
grace. "Come on in my Kitchen," is good, but seems to be missing
Johnson's emotional punch, and “32/20 Blues” seems a bit too heavy on
the piano to be thought of as a country blues song. Still, it's easy to for-
give Clapton who's merely infusing his idol's music with a little flavor
of his own.  
Fans of Johnson should appreciate Clapton's faithfulness, and find “Me
and Mr. Johnson” definitely worth the money. While it's hard to imagine
Clapton ever experiencing the life that Johnson so vulnerably exposes
with fluid transparency in his lyrics, one can still listen with a smile and
remember the South, the blues, and Johnson’s cool, lyrical talent for
expressing oneself.     
Like with past albums, Clapton dabbles in early musician territory in
order to come up with a sound with substance.  In “Me and Mr.
Johnson,” Clapton returns and reminds us again of why he's one of the
greatest musicians of our time.  
NEVILLICIOUS’ GRADE:                                     B+   
***Me and Mr. Johnson, released this past Tuesday,  is now available
in stores everywhere. 
“Mr. Antolini didn’t say anything for a while. He got up and got another hunk of ice and put it in his drink, then he sat down again. You could
tell he was thinking. I kept wishing, though, that he’d continue the conversation in the morning, instead of now, but he was hot. People are
mostly hot to have a discussion when you’re not.” -Holden Caulfield, “The Catcher in the Rye”
Chorale spring concert
to reflect on spring-break
trip to Greece 
Spring break isn’t always
about soakin’ up the sun.
Some people prefer the
beach, while others consider
Europe a much better choice. 
The Taylor Chorale went to
Greece during spring break
ministering through song,
worship, and testimony. 
Chorale has a concert today
at 4 p.m. and Sunday at 7
p.m. Both concerts are free
and will take place in the
Recital Hall. Following
Sunday evening’s perform-
ance, there will be light
refreshments.   
The concerts promise to be
a different experience from
past Chorale events. The
Chorale will perform songs
they sang in Greece. The
concerts will also feature a
slide presentation with pic-
tures from the trip, special
Greek music, and several
personal testimonies from
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BY NEVILLE KISER
A&E EDITOR
While the child molestation
charges were ravaging the
Roman Catholic Church in
2002, a Mexican film, later
nominated for an Academy
Award named El Crimen Del
Padre Amaro (The Crime of
Padre Amaro) was released in
Mexico, and most of its bishops
immediately boycotted it. by
most of its bishops. For many,
the film’s unflinching depiction
of the church's corruption was
too much to swallow during
that time of disillusionment.
Based on an 1875 Portuguese
book but set in 2002 Mexico,
the film shows a tragic tale of
fornication, blackmail, defama-
tion, lying and abortion - all of
which the church sanctions or
covers up. 
The three main characters,
Padre Amaro, his 16 year-old
lover Amelia, and Father
Benito are well-played and
work well together as do the
supporting cast. Gael García
Bernal (Amores Perros) gives a
good performance as Padre
Amaro, but Ana Claudia
Talancón's performance as
Amelia deserves the most
recognition. Her brilliant acting
moves the audience to tears. 
BY ERIK KIELISCH
STAFF WRITER
The film opens in a small
rural town where Padre Amaro
is at his first appointment after
ordainment. His first night, he
sees senior Padre Benito's lover
sneak out of Benito’s cham-
bers. The viewer soon realizes
there is far more than fornica-
tion going on within the holy
ranks.
Ruben, a local journalist who
loves Amelia, writes an article
about Father Benito's ties to a
local drug lord.
The town erupts in anger not
toward Benito, but toward
Ruben for daring to accuse
their senior Padre. The town
attacks Ruben's father while
Amaro, to cover up the scandal,
blackmails the newspaper into
printing a front-page retraction
and firing Ruben.
Ironically, the only consistent
moral characters in the film are
the agnostic journalist and a
rebellious Padre that is excom-
municated for helping locals
fight the drug lord.  Only they
consistently seek to do what's
right no matter the cost.
After Ruben’s article, Amelia
hates him and begins to seduce
Amaro. At first Amaro refuses
her advances, but he suddenly
gives in, calling their love a
“gift from God.”
Amaro and Amelia's sexual
relationship quickly transcends
the physical and becomes
almost a spiritual act. The cor-
ruption seeps deeper as Amelia
has sexual fantasies about
Jesus, and also when Amaro
drapes the altar shroud  over
her and says she looks more
beautiful than the Holy Virgin.
When Amelia becomes preg-
nant, Amaro refuses to leave
the church and marry her. She
turns to Ruben but realizes he
no longer lovers her, so in des-
peration she gets an abortion.
The church frames Ruben for
her pregnancy and its horren-
dous aftermath. Although the
plot may strike some as ridicu-
lous, the Roman Catholic
Church’s history of corruption
cannot be overlooked. 
Anyway you look at it, El
Crimen Del Padre Amaro is an
incendiary and poignant film
that will challenge the way
you view the Roman Catholic
Church.
“Students will be sharing
both in how we ministered
there and also how we were
ministered to, senior Stephen
Becker, said.
The Taylor Music depart-
ment, Chorale students and
their families began praying
for the Greece trip a year
ago. Due to unrest in the
Eastern part of the world,
many feared the trip might
be cancelled. However, the
Chorale continued to prepare
for the journey.   
Through various fund-rais-
ers such as “American Idol,”
in which students competed
through a cappella singing,
the trip was a success.   
This is the last spring con-
cert of the year for the




Friday, April 2 at 4:00 p.m.
& Sunday, April 4 at 7:00
p.m. in the Recital Hall. 
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Bethel ends Trojans’ streak
Riding a four-game winning
streak, Taylor ran into a buzz-
saw at Bethel College on
Thursday afternoon. 
The result was a double-
header loss; a 10-0 run-rule in
five innings in the first game
and a 11-4 loss in the second.
“We just got outplayed
today,” sophomore pitcher
Luke Baeslac said. “We made
no errors and we gave it our all,
but they were just the better
team today.”
Bethel (17-6, 8-0 in MCC)
has won 14 in a row and held
Taylor to just eight hits com-
bined in the two games.
“We played well today defen-
sively, but the other team was
just that much better,” sopho-
more second baseman Matt
Wiseman said. “They









the first win of his Taylor
career, allowing one hit and
one run in three innings, while
striking out five.
Chuck Burkhart went 3-for-
5 at the plate for the Trojans
with a home run and three runs
batted in. 
Over spring break, Taylor
went 4-4 on a southern tour,
taking three wins from
Savannah College of
Art and Design, 7-2, 8-
4 and 7-3, respectively.
Taylor also dropped
one game to Savannah,
9-1. 
The Trojans also lost
to Brewton Parker
College 12-3 and 5-3.
“It was an amazing spring
break,” Wiseman said. “We
played really well as a team,
coming out of the break with a
three-game winning streak and
then picking up another on
Tuesday.”
Baeslac noted considerable
improvements that the team
made during the trip that could
benefit the rest of the season.
“We really learned a lot dur-
ing the trip,” Baeslac said. “We
switched 180 degrees from
before spring break. We’re not
making the mistakes we were
making, it’s just a matter of
being outplayed.”
Though the team is 6-15, and
0-4 in the conference, there is a
lot of baseball left to be played.
“We know our talent and
where we stand,” Baeslac said.
“We just have to start winning
the games.”  
File Photo by Matt Wissman
Taylor had a four-game winning streak snapped yesterday by
Bethel College, 10-0 and 11-4.
Spring is in the air and the close-knit Taylor golf
team is ready to make a run at a Mid-Central
Conference championship under new leadership. 
John Ochs, a media technician at Taylor, took
over head coach of the team last summer after long
time coach Joe Romine retired from coaching. 
“I feel that the act of coaching, golf or another
sport, has a lot of benefits,” Ochs said. “I get a
chance to mentor players and be there for them on
a spiritual level and also just be their friend.”
This year’s team has plenty to look forward to,
with three seniors and plenty of experience. 
The team has been practicing all spring and got
to hone its skills a little bit more last week on its
spring break trip to Florida.
“We played in a pro-am that was more fun than
it was competitive,” Ochs said. “We didn’t play in
any competitive tournaments, but we had some
really good scores.”
The team is composed of senior No. 1 man Joe
Zimmerman, senior No. 2 man Kellen Moore, jun-
ior No. 3 man Peter Hart, sophomore No. 4 man
Steven Downey, freshman No. 5 man Matthew
Hall, sophomore No. 6 man Ross Bowen and sen-
ior No. 7 man Bryan Simmon.
“We look really good so far,” Ochs said. “We’re
a really deep team and have the potential of com-
peting for a conference championship.” 
The team’s best score posted on the spring break
trip was a 304. Ochs said that to win the confer-
ence, it would take about a 300 and to win the
region, a score of around 295 would be needed.
Marian and Bethel are the teams to beat in the
Mid-Central Conference, according to Ochs, but
any team could make a run. Indiana Wesleyan was
supposed to be a major challenger, but its best
player was ruled academically inelligible. 
Ochs’ goals for the team are to keep the team
close-knit and focused on God first and foremost.
Most of the team competed together on the same
intramural basketball team in February and
March, and has a strong friendship. Ochs wants
the team to maintain that cohesiveness while
being competitive in the conference.
A golfer since age nine, Ochs has been an assis-
tant with the team since 2001. Ochs played four
years of golf in high school and is a 1992 Taylor
graduate. He welcomes the opportunity to coach
the sport he loves at the school he loves.
“I feel like I can bring a life-challenging aspect
to where they (the players) can be in the next few
years,” Ochs said. “I have three sons in my fami-
ly and I try to carry over those aspects into my
life as well.”
Apart from golf, Ochs is the main media tech-
nician for Taylor’s communications department.
He handles the radio and television stations, as
well as campus cable, and doesn’t mind the bal-
ancing act he has to do between his job and golf.
“It’s a challenge. I look at golf as a ministry and
my job is first,” Ochs said. “I try to prioritize it
that way. When I’m needed here, I feel like golf
is flexible enough that I can be here, and
vice versa.”
The good thing for Ochs is that the golf season
comes at a time when the communication depart-
ment isn’t as busy. 
“I try to get out and play with the team at least
two or three times a week,” Ochs said. 
Ochs has always enjoyed golf because of the
challenge it brings. 
“It’s different every time you go out,” Ochs
said. “There’s nothing routine. I like being out-
side and enjoying God’s creation.”
Ochs and the team will get plenty of time to
enjoy God’s creation on the golf course as the
weather starts warming up. 
The team’s first meet is the Elmhurst
Invitational tomorrow at Oak Brook Country
Club. Its only home event is an MCC match on







A team that starts its season 1-9 might throw
in the towel, but the Lady Trojans are doing
the opposite.
Playing with a roster of only 10 players and
one real pitcher, Taylor is on the verge of
breaking through. The record doesn’t indicate
it, but the team has shown signs of promise
through the early part of the season.
“Our team has tons of heart,” sophomore
pitcher Sarah Sarracino said. “We never give
up, we just keep fighting. We’ve been very
close in many of our games and have made
major improvements from last year.”
Those improvements aren’t shown in the
scores, but one who watches the games would
see the improvements in the defense – one
that hasn’t given up as many errors as a
year ago. 
“Our defense has played well, we just
haven’t been able to gener-
ate much offense,”
Sarracino said. “The team
has so much talent and
everyone works really
hard. It’s going to pay off
for us eventually.”
The lack of depth has hurt
the Lady Trojans, who have
had to use senior shortstop
Brandy Thornburgh and sophomore catcher
Pensinger as pitchers   
“Having Brandy and Emily sacrificing for
our team is amazing,” Sarracino said.
“They’ve both only been pitching for us for
two months.”
With much of its conference schedule
remaining, the Lady Trojans expect to start
winning some games. 
“We have played well against every team,”
Sarracino said. “It’s just a matter of pushing
the door open. If our bats come around, we
will definitely be winning some more games.
“God has been very faithful to us through-
out the entire fall and this season,” she said.
“He has provided players we needed. Not just
any players, but quality players.”
Taylor’s best team year-in and year-out is get-
ting set to make a run at its 10th straight Mid-
Central Conference championship. 
The Taylor track and field team returns jun-
ior All-Americans Bryan Jackson and Richie
Gibbs to a stellar roster of athletes. 
Despite losing five All-Americans from a
year ago, the team is still loaded, led by
Jackson and Gibbs’ record-setting 4x400
relay team. Matt Abernathy also returns as
part of the record-setting 4x100 relay team. 
The distance events will be handled by sen-
ior Andrew Burgess and sophomores Josh
Edgerton and Lance Vanderberg. Junior Kyle
Mangum and freshman Kyle Felke will pace
the middle distance events.
In the field events, senior Jeff Ley, junior
Tim Jeffers and sophomore Mike Casey will
handle the throwing duties. 
Junior D.J. Jergensen and sophomore Andy
Long will compete at triple jump.
A trio of freshmen, Brandon House, Brad
Livingston and David McDougal are the
team’s high-jumpers.
In the spring break meet at Emory
University in Georgia, the team finished sec-
ond in the 1600-meter relay and Jackson took
second in the 400-meter hurdles. 
On the girls side, only one senior is gone
from last year, meaning the Lady Trojans will
look to deny Indiana Wesleyan a shot at its
third straight MCC title.
Seniors Jennifer Kamps and Katie Spencer
return to lead the Lady Trojans. Kamps will
handle the middle distance events, while
Spencer will run the 5K and 10K events.
Sophomore Carolyn Betteridge, who set the
school record in the steeplechase, will look to
get back to NAIA nationals. 
Senior Emily Brown will be looking to
break Taylor’s hammer throw record, while
senior Rachel Stuckey looks to set the pole-
vaulting record. 
Juniors Mary Obaka and Kristen Thompson
both return from serious knee injuries and will
look to pace the sprinting duties. 
Among the newcomers expecting to make
immediate impacts are Erin Kinzer at the 400
hurdles and Linnea Edstrom in the high jump
and double jumps.
On its spring break trip, the team captured
seventh place at the Emory Invitational,
which is the highest the team has ever fin-
ished at that meet. 
The teams also spent the week practicing
twice a day in Panama City, Fla. 
“It was hard waking up early and practicing
two times a day in the hot sun, rather than one
like we usually do,” Obaka said. “But it was
still a fun time.
“We always come together well,” Obaka
said. “We have a lot of chemistry and though







File photo by Matt Wissman
Taylor softball started its season 1-9, but
continues to look forward.
More than just a game, mon
Photo provided by Erik Heavey
Eighteen members of the Taylor lacrosse club sit with kids at
a boys home in Highgate, Jamaica. The team spent an after-
noon playing soccer with the kids and teaching them the game
of lacrosse. The team, led by Justin and Hannah Heth, also
built two houses and spent a morning at an elementary school.
Taylor lacrosse club uses spring break to serve God in Jamaica
BY JUSTIN POTTS
SPORTS EDITOR
While other teams spent their
spring breaks laying on the
beach, the Taylor lacrosse team
bonded and grew in Jamaica.
Eighteen members of the
team went on the trip, which
included building two houses,
playing with elementary school
kids and teaching the game
of lacrosse. 
The idea started when soph-
omore middie Matt Carmichael
decided to put together a team
Habitat trip to Florida. Taylor
World Outreach then
approached the team about
going to Haiti. When civil
unrest broke out in Haiti, the
destination switched to the hot
island of Jamaica. 
sat down and started weeping
and praising God.
The team also spent an after-
noon at a boys’ home, teaching
the game of lacrosse and play-
ing soccer with the kids.
On the final day of the trip,
the team got to spend a day at
the beach and climb Dunn’s
River Falls, a natural waterfall
and major tourist attraction. 
The trip speaks volumes about
the team’s mission – to be a
team that serves as a good wit-
ness to God through the game
of lacrosse.
On the field, Taylor is 2-2 so




plays Eastern Michigan. The
teams split two games last year.
became a Christian in
December. The other house
was built for a schoolteacher
named Beverly who was given
the opportunity to move out of
an abusive household. 
“One of my favorite
moments was when
we made a wooden
bed for John and then
watched him sit in it
for the next two hours
with a relaxed smile
on his face,”
Carmichael said. “It
was awesome being able to see
such a poor man enjoy some-
thing so much that we created
with our own hands.” 
John enjoyed the team’s work
so much that after the dedica-
tion service when he entered
his house for the first time, he
“It was really neat to see
everything come together like
that,” coach Scott Swineburne
said. “God had total control of
this trip and he brought us to
Jamaica for a reason.”
That reason was
learned near the end




ies, Harold and Teri
Nichols, from
Christian Service
International, filled the team in
on the background of the proj-
ect. 
One house was built for an
elderly blind man named John,
who had just started going to
church with the missionaries
less than a year ago, and
Photo provided by John Ochs
The Taylor golf team spent their spring break in Florida with their new head coach John Ochs.
BY JUSTIN POTTS
SPORTS EDITOR
Bethel     10, 11





begins at 1 p.m.










1 p.m., and Sunday
vs. Toledo, 1 p.m.,
Reade Field
